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The complete solution for athlete data management.

Coaches, medical staff, scientists and educators in all sports worldwide share one common issue - how to
effectively store and track their athlete data to have accurate, meaningful and practical information that can then
be used to effectively optimize athletic performance.
Seven years in the making, FUSION SPORT now completes its solutions for teams, institutes, universities, schools
and talent identification programs. SMARTABASE allows you to bring together all of your technologies and data in
one easy to use system. A solution that saves you countless amounts of time and effort, and enables you to
produce powerful reports to make accurate judgements about your athletes and track their progress.
SMARTABASE will put your finger on the pulse, and keep it there.
Choose from a variety of packages to suit your specific budget and needs. Like many other products from the
FUSION range, SMARTABASE is truly LIMITED ONLY BY YOUR IMAGINATION.

This is THE solution you have been looking for.

www.fusionsport.com

applications
SMARTABASE is flexible and customisable to capture any type any type of information via direct entry, import or upload
from your current devices like heart rate and GPS monitors. Some examples of the data types and reports possible
include -

medical & rehab
Record and track injuries through advanced treatment systems
Utilise body diagrams and/or integrated OSICS coding
Upload medical images, reports or video
Manage return to play goals and outcomes
Link SOAP notes or MSK screening protocols to injury records
Use the system to automate SMS and email alerts

“Smartabase fully integrates robust injury data collection with medical record keeping and musculo-skeletal
profiling. The built in analysis tools can then quickly and efficiently produce and disseminate powerful
information for busy Sports Injury practitioners and the coaching and support staff they report to."
Dr Craig Ranson
Sports Physiotherapist & Lecturer in Sports
and Exercise Medicine
UWIC, Cardiff School of Sport

sport science
Upload or import data from any technology - GPS, HR, Force plates - even raw
files can be processed within SMARTABASE!
Easily incorporate your own equations and analysis techniques
Produce comprehensive summary reports automatically
Collect data from a variety of sources including MS Excel
Upload video, images or any file formats
Utilise integrated research tools such as data mining and investigative functions

training prescription
Produce daily, weekly or monthly training programs
for all aspects of training
Import or build a database of your favourite
exercises, or select from the comprehensive built in
S&C database
Create reusable program templates
Link programs and events to athlete calendar
Compare actual vs prescribed loads/intensity

planning/periodisation
Create comprehensive“living” periodisation plans for
all areas
Set goals and see live comparisons
Link key data to schedules and plans
Schedule all types of activity (training, games,
medical, rehabilitation)
View live comparisons of theoretical vs.
programmed volume and intensity

Powerful Yearly Plans
monitor progress and
goal achievement

monitoring
Allow athletes to enter monitoring data via internet,
iPhone, Blackberry or Smartphone
Create automatic alerts for identifying high risk athletes
Monitor physical loads and overtraining markers
Create dashboards for quick summary overviews

coaching & analysis
Capture game and player stats, GPS analysis and more
Upload video for review and education
Relate team performance to other areas (e.g. sport
science)
Use powerful dashboards to monitor your team

Performance summary
Dashboards bring your
data to life

administration
Store all types of administrative information (i.e. contact
details, registration, insurance, sponsorships)
Manage travel and accommodation bookings
Full permission based system on all modules
Create daily/weekly/monthly schedules
Record payments and equipment allocations
Track services and collect athlete profile information

athlete education
Post educational content such as documents or videos
Create video based education programs
Share reports and personal best summaries
Create discussion boards and forums
Assess player knowledge and opinions
Stay informed with the Calendar of training programs,
assessments, and appointments.

“Being able to have injury surveillance, medical records, screening, nutrition and strength and
conditioning data all integrated into one simple to use interface is vital to seeing the whole picture
when working at the international level.”

key benefits

Mark Young
Lead Physiotherapist
English Cricket Team

Like all FUSION SPORT products SMARTABASE is built on a proven technology, yet it is designed for simple and effective
everyday use. SMARTABASE will significantly enhance the way you organise and use your athlete information Store, summarise and report all of your athlete data – all in one place, online or offline
Continue to customise your own system into the future– from a simple to use Builder site
Set your own permissions and access for all groups and individuals
Use powerful data summary and investigation tools, such as the acclaimed Performance Summary Dashboard
Explore the boundaries of relationships within your data with full data mining capabilities
Easily integrate with any databases, MS Excel and other technologies, including the Fusion Sport SMARTSPEED system
Ensure your budget goes further - make the most of lower setup cost than other custom solutions, streamlined set-up time
and no ongoing customisation fees
Create a site that provides EXACTLY the solution you want and delights all users every time they log in

welcome to the cloud
SMARTABASE is a fully mobile internet based solution, allowing you and your athletes to
access and enter data from anywhere in the world. SMARTABASE is also setup to work as an
offline tool available for both MAC and Windows, as well as on the Blackberry Playbook - so
you can continue to use the system even when a connection is not available.
Choose from a range of hosting solutions - host it yourself or better still let us host it for you
on the incredibly secure and reliable Amazon cloud servers.
Software updates are launched automatically as part of your yearly maintenance plan, so
you can be assured that you always have the latest innovations at your fingertips.

“Smartabase has provided the resource to store all data centrally and provide ease-of-access for all data
analysis. In cases where there are multi operators and analysts, this overcomes the giant hurdle of storage and
location. Smartabase has provided the opportunity for data mining across all facets of our sports science
operation.”

customisation - the fundamental difference

Glenn Stewart
Performance Manager
West Coast Eagles AFL

Builder Toolkit
The need for a complete data solution for sport is not new. For decades, many organisations have tried
and failed to develop their own solutions using IT companies, or have used a boxed solution which
only partially meets their needs. The problem is that a data solution is never “finished” - you need a
solution that can change and grow with your needs into the future, without limitation and without
exorbitant customisation costs.
SMARTABASE is the answer to these pains. The incredibly powerful Builder Toolkit allows this platform
to be rapidly and easily customised, with no involvement from IT staff necessary.
Change your existing event pages at will and change go live on the system instantly
Build your own event pages and reports - choose from hundreds of question and report types
Publish your own normative data and set up colour coded performance standards
Every site is themed to your organisation’s logos, colour scheme and background image
Build powerful dashboards for all of your data areas in one simple to use interface

“A challenge in my role is being able to provide feedback on a large amount of information instantly. With
SMARTABASE’s email and SMS alert system, I am able to pre-set individual monitoring parameters, goals,
personal bests, and “at risk” alerts that automatically notify selected departments including medical, strength
and conditioning and coaching when it happens, so that we are able to respond immediately.”
Dr. Anita Sirotic
Head of Sport Science
Parramatta Eels Rugby League Football Club

Revolutionising athlete data management - SMARTABASE- your tool for performance optimisation.
Email us for a live no obligation demonstration:
smartabase@fusionsport.com

www.fusionsport.com

